Hawaii Air Tour Noise & Safety Task Force
c/o Hawaii Department of Transportation/Airports Division
400 Rodgers Boulevard, Suite 700
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819-1880

September 21,2020
Via Email: Jacqueline.conant@mail.house.gov
Congressman Ed Case
1132 Bishop Street, Suite 1910
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dear Congressman Case:
Subject: Hawaii Air Tour Noise & Safety Task Force
In our previous response letter to you dated August 28, 2020, we noted that we would respond to
your questions when we had sufficient information to do so. The Hawaii Helicopter Association
(HHA) and the Tour Operators Program of Safety (TOPS) have provided additional information
to those questions. The paragraphs below are our responses to the specific issues related to the
previous replies from the letter dated February 12, 2020, as well as concerns with public
information meetings. We have made preparations for the initial Town Hall scheduled for
September 22, 2020.
Scheduling of initial public information meetings. [Items (a) - (c) in letter]
The Hawaii Air Tour Noise & Safety Task Force provided a letter dated August 28, 2020, that
addressed these items. TOPS and HHA support the initial meeting on Oahu and additional
public information meetings hosted in communities on each island so that productive discussions
are possible in all areas that have air tour operations.
Full Community Engagement Plan. [Item 2. in letter]
The Hawaii Air Tour Noise & Safety Task Force co-chairs provided a letter dated August 28,
2020 that addressed this item. HHA and TOPS support a full community engagement plan.
Having a consultant to help manage this process would be very beneficial for all Task Force
members and the general public.
Request for copy of draft revision of the Hawaii Air Tour Common Procedures Manual
(HATCPM). [Item 3. in letter]
The FAA Honolulu Flight Standards District Office (FSDO-13) is the “owner” and controls the
HATCPM. We have not received any official documentation stating otherwise. There was a
previous discussion between the FAA and HHA for a potential revision, but HHA has opted not
to pursue that revision and ownership of the document remains with FAA. The FAA is
responsible for any revisions.
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Request for specific detailed altitude restrictions throughout the state as recognized by the
industry. [Item 4. in letter]
HHA and TOPS believe that the FAA is the best resource to provide this information because of
their congressionally mandated responsibility to define the National Airspace System (NAS) and
to create and maintain the Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs). Some of the various sources
that outline altitude restrictions include (but are not limited to): Hawaii Air Tour Common
Procedures Manual (HATCPM); Air Tour Management Plans (ATMP) with the National Park
Service and in accordance with the National Parks Over Flight Act; Prohibited, Restricted and
Warning areas as depicted on Visual Flight Rules (VFR) Area and Sectional Charts; Federal
Aviation Regulations/Aeronautical Information Manual (FAR/AIM) publication series;
prescribed noise abatement procedures in the region; voluntary agreements with local
communities, and the military. All air tour operations must adhere to any altitude restriction as
specified in those references.
It must be noted that there are non-tour (FAR Parts 91/135/133/121/141, military and public use
aircraft (fire and police)) operations flying daily over all Hawaiian Islands that are not regulated
under FAR Part 136 or operated in accordance with (IAW) the HATCPM but must also adhere to
many of the references above.
Specific clarification on the required installation and use of ADS-B Out equipment. [Item
5. in letter]
The letter dated January 30, 2020, that was addressed to you from Raquel Girvin of FAA
Western-Pacific region, provides the specific requirements for the installation of ADS-B Out
equipment IAW FAR 91.225. As stated in Ms. Girvims letter: in Hawaii, ADS-B Out is required
for the entire island of Oahu from the surface upward to 10,00 feet MSL. On the island of Maui,
ADS-B Out is required within the lateral limits and from the lowest limits of the Kahului Airport
Class C airspace up to 10,000 feet MSL.
While TOPS and HHA believe that the use of equipment like ADS-B In/Out can enhance
situational awareness and traffic collision avoidance, this equipment is not a replacement for
long-standing requirements in the FARs that pilots flying Visual Flight Rules (VFR) aircraft in
VFR conditions look outside of their aircraft in order to “see and avoid” all traffic.
Regarding your personal observations of helicopters not broadcasting an ADS-B Out signal, we
urge you and anyone else who believe that they are witnessing aircraft operations on Oahu that
are not in compliance with the FARs to report the alleged activities to the FAA and the operator.
To the best of our knowledge, no member of TOPS, HHA, or other tour operators are operating
without federally mandated ADS-B Out in their aircraft. If any flight is operating with
exemptions, the FAA is the issuing authority of those exemptions.
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Request for specific areas of the State that the industry currently recognizes as
unauthorized overfly locations. [Item 6. in letter]
HHA and TOPS believe that the FAA is the best resource to provide this information because of
their congressionally mandated, sole responsibility of defining the National Airspace System
(NAS) and codifying the Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs). Some of the various sources that
outline regulations that dictate the flight altitude limits over various areas in Flawaii, include (but
are not limited to): Hawaii Air Tour Common Procedures Manual (HATCPM); Voluntary
Agreements (there are no Air Tour Management Plans (ATMP) in Hawaii) with the National
Park Service and in accordance with the National Parks Over Flight Act; Prohibited, Restricted
and Warning areas as depicted on Visual Flight Rules (VFR) Area and Sectional Charts; Federal
Aviation Regulations/Aeronautical Information Manual (FAR/AIM) publication series;
prescribed noise abatement procedures in the region; voluntary agreements with local
communities, and the military. All aircraft must adhere to any altitude limits over specific
locations in those references. TOPS and HHA member operators and all Part 135/Part 136
operators are required to provide indoctrination and annual training to pilots for the purpose of
familiarization with these requirements. Also, the HATCPM outlines specific training for all
pilots about its contents. In the FARs, “unauthorized overfly areas” is not defined within the
context of the NAS.
Request for specific restrictions recognized by the industry as to time, route or volume of
operations, to include when and how much it can operate. [Item 7. in letter]
TOPS and HFIA believe that the FAA is the best resource to provide this information because of
their congressionally mandated, sole responsibility with defining the National Airspace System
(NAS) and codifying Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs). Some of the various sources that
outline restrictions for time, route or volume of operations include (but not limited to): Hawaii
Air Tour Common Procedures Manual (HATCPM); Air Tour Management Plans (ATMP) with
the National Park Service and in IAW the National Parks Over Flight Act; Prohibited, Restricted
and Warning areas as depicted on Visual Flight Rules (VFR) Area and Sectional Charts; Federal
Aviation Regulations/Aeronautical Information Manual (FAR/AIM) publication series;
prescribed noise abatement procedures in the region; voluntary agreements with local
communities, and the military. All aircraft must adhere to any restrictions for time, route/flight
path or volume of operations as specified in those references.
FARs dictate restrictions on operations during daylight and night hours based on aircraft
equipment and pilot experience. Air tours operations in Hawaii operating under the guidance of
the HATCPM are limited to the hours between sunrise and sunset.
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Request for all internal industry understandings and agreements as to time, route and
volume of operations. [Item 8. in letter]
Through the FAA regulatory process, the HATCPM was created in 2008 incorporating existing
“fly-neighborly’' programs, common operational practices developed over the preceding decades,
and some of the SFAR-71 deviation language. Environment assessments and environmental
impact statements would have been conducted in accordance with the FAA regulatory process.
Request for industry’s specific procedures for receiving and evaluating community
complaints and acting upon them. [Item 9. in letter]
HHA and TOPS believes that the Hawaii Air Tour Noise & Safety Task Force will be the best
setting to facilitating a discussion on this matter. TOPS and HHA would support the formation
of a centralized noise complaint system similar to the Planenoise.com system that HHA started a
few years ago to field, tabulate, and disseminate aviation noise complaints. HHA and TOPS
believe that such a system needs to be sponsored and operated by the State of Hawaii or some
other entity. Unfortunately, HFIA found the proactive industry operated system did not create
wide community acceptance and participation. Systems like the one available through
Planenoise.com would allow the creation of a database that could be used to empirically identify
aircraft noise problem areas and communicate the information to the stakeholders who could
then work toward mutually acceptable solutions to the problems that are identified. Currently,
HHA and TOPS members in Hawaii address community complaints on an individual basis. We
will continue to actively engage with the community and seek amicable resolutions to identified
issues.
Request for specific changes that the industry overall is making or is preparing to make in
response to the fatal crashes or widespread community safety and disruption concerns.
[Item 10. in letter]
TOPS and HHA believe that other industry organizations such as the FAA, Hawaii Air Tour
Noise & Safety Task Force, the General Aviation Counsel of Hawaii, Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association (AOPA) and Helicopter Association International (HAI) are also ideal resources for
this item because of their unique perspectives and representation of all air tour operators.
Understanding accident causation is integral to identifying effective corrective actions/risk
controls. This often necessitates waiting for the NTSB (or other responsible investigation
entities) to complete and report on their accident investigation(s). However, other mitigating
actions can be implemented before such results are known by the operator depending upon their
own risk analysis/assessment process. Risk management is unique to each operator and thus
drives a variety of safety actions to reduce the likelihood of unwanted outcomes.
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Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your concerns. We are committed to continuing to
collaborate and engage while enhancing air tour safety in Hawaii. We look forward to the
participation of your office in upcoming Task Force community meetings.
With appreciation,

ALEX TAMORIA
Co-Chairperson
c:

Ford Fuchigami, Co-Chairperson
Cade Clark, cade.clark@rotor.com
Melissa Pavlicek, mpavlicek@hawaiipublicpolicv.com
Chris Young, tops@topssafetv.org
John Shea, iohn.shea@rotor.org
Casey Riemer, criemer@iackharterheli.com
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